ABSTRACT In this paper, a new expression recognition approach is presented based on cognition and mapped binary patterns. At first, the approach is based on the LBP operator to extract the facial contours. Secondly, the establishment of pseudo-3-D model is used to segment the face area into six facial expression sub-regions. In this context, the sub-regions and the global facial expression images use the mapped LBP method for feature extraction, and then use two classifications which are the support vector machine and softmax with two kinds of emotion classification models the basic emotion model and the circumplex emotion model. At last, we perform a comparative experiment on the expansion of the Cohn-Kanade (CK +) facial expression data set and the test data sets collected from ten volunteers. The experimental results show that the method can effectively remove the confounding factors in the image. And the result of using the circumplex emotion model is obviously better than the traditional emotional model. By referring to relevant studies of human cognition, we verified that eyes and mouth express more emotion.
I. INTRODUCTION
In human society, facial expressions play a significant role. As the carrier of information, facial expressions are able to contain numerous information that can not be conveyed by voice in the process of interpersonal communication [1] . Therefore, automatic facial expressions recognition has been becoming a growing topic in computer vision research in recent years. The automatic classification of facial expressions is a great significant for human-computer interaction technology, and also has potential application value in many fields such as computer-aided training, medical field and distance education.
The traditional electronic intelligent teaching has the drawback that the interaction between students and teachers about teaching feedback can only be delivered via voice information. Emotional calculation based on facial expressions can solve the shortcomings of the traditional electronic teaching. In the medical field, the automatic recognition of facial expressions can help the doctor know the patient's feelings in time. In addition, the application of facial expressions recognition technology has also offered new developments in the fields of animation film and face image synthesis.
Facial expressions recognition (FER) systems consist of face detection, facial feature extraction and expression classification. American psychologists Ekman and Friesen defined six basic human facial expressions, like happy, angry, surprise, disgust, etc. They also developed facial action coding system (FACS) based on action units (AUs) to describe facial expressions [2] . In recent years, many methods of automatic facial expression recognition have been proposed, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [4] , linear criterion analysis (LDA) [5] , [6] , elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) [7] , independent component analysis (ICA) [8] , two-dimensional principal component analysis (2D-PCA) [9] , artificial neural networks, embedded hidden Markov models (EHMM) [10] , Gabor wavelets [34] , and others.
Although these algorithms improved the accuracy and speed of automatic facial expressions recognition, they are also affected by changes in light, pose, aging, alignment, etc [12] . In the process of facial expression recognition, the facial expression features extracted from the facial images are the highly abstract expression of the facial expressions. There are two main approaches: the overall template matching system and the system based on geometric features. In the overall system, the template can be a pixel or a vector. In the geometric feature system, the principal component analysis and the multi-layer neural network are widely used to obtain the low-dimensional representation of the face, and to detect the main feature points and the main parts in the picture. On the one hand, feature-based approaches are computationally larger than template-based methods, but are not sensitive to scale, size, head orientation and face position [11] . On the other hand, a large number of physiologic and psychological studies have shown that the human visual system in the Preattentive stage detects and deals with the pop-out feature areas of the scene. These feature areas in the scene are different from most of the background of the regions and make the visual cells more stimulated. However, the existing methods are mostly feature extraction based on locating facial feature points.In order to verify and compare with the research results of relevant human cognitive disciplines, we used the method of feature areas.
In this paper, we propose a method based on cognitive feature regions and Multi Dimensional Scaling to reduce dimension and have a comparison on the accuracy of facial expression in different facial regions, thus helping us to achieve and improve the accuracy of expression recognition in the occlusion conditions. Importantly, we verified that the eyes and mouth areas are able to express more emotions, and we proved that the circumplex emotion model is more accurate in defining emotions.
II. RELATED WORK
With the development of database acquisition equipment and acquisition technology, the collected image pixels are getting higher and higher, and at the same time, the information that the pictures can express is also getting more and more delicate. Human facial expression pictures can explain and express a more delicate state of mind. And human facial expression images have been able to detect human emotions by analyzing the sequence of emotions images or videos. Since the amount of information contained in an image or video is too large, the general method is to extract the most important information from the static facial expressions images or dynamic facial expressions videos, and to reduce the number of image dimension without losing the most essential information. That means the features of the images are extracted. In recent years, by integrating emotional computing, computer vision and machine learning contents, the automatic expressions recognition has become a popular direction in the field of artificial intelligence. However, most of the previous works were based on experiments in laboratory controlled conditions, which ignored the individual differences of the experimental object and the impact on the experimental results. Generally speaking, automatic expressions recognition can be divided into two categories: one category is based on the traditional feature classification method that includes selecting different features [35] and matching different classification algorithms. The other category is based on the deep learning methods that focus on how to construct and train the different neural network models [32] . For the former, most of methods can be divided into three types: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Gabor wavelet. After decades of development, automatic recognition of facial expressions has been summarized as a complete system [41] , [43] . In facial expression recognition, researchers hope to extract the facial feature information as complete as possible, so the original image needs to be preprocessed before the feature extraction, and the image should be normalized by preprocessing and remove the complex background. Object detection technology can solve well the problem of removing the complex background of the original image,and it usually depends on category-based training to handle intra-class variations [39] . When the positive sample of the target detection technology or the target sample to be detected is a human face, it can well solve the problem of removing the complicated background of the image. Ou proposed a classification method based on structured sparse representation for robust face recognition [38] . This method also works better than the sparse representation face recognition method when the face is occluded or the illumination changes. Due to the different ways of image capture, the format and size of the image will be different. In order to facilitate subsequent feature extraction and image classification, the original image usually needs to be normalized. Normalization includes gray normalization and geometric normalization or position calibration. The former mainly solves the problem of large differences in gray caused by uneven lighting. The latter is mainly used to solve the face scale changes and face rotation problems caused by imaging distance or face pose that changes the size difference and tilt angle.
Face feature extraction is a very important part in automatic facial expression recognition. Although the network structure proposed in some deep learning models can self-learn features, the initialization and adjustment of hyperparameters are too dependent on the trick strategy heavily. Many excellent feature extraction methods can remove facial expressionindependent interference information such as light, background and noise while the most essential features of facial expressions are preserved. It can reduce the image dimension and select the appropriate data structure, so as to achieve the purpose for correct classification. Feature extraction can be divided into geometric feature-based extraction methods and appearance-based methods. Among them, the geometric feature extraction method needs to be combined with the facial feature points detection technique. Feature points detection technology can accurately mark the face of each organ feature points, but this approach likely ignore the changes in facial texture. The appearance-based methods are able to extract pixel-level underlying information in face images through specific operations and can be sensitive to local texture changes. The LBP operator calculates the grayscale order relationship between each pixel in the image and its local neighborhood pixels, and then encodes the binary sequence to form a local binary pattern. The LBP texture feature map can be shown in Figure. 1. Finally, the multi-region histogram which worked out various nonoverlapping blocks is used as the feature description of the image [42] .
Due to LBP has many significant advantages, such as invariance on gray-level and rotation, it is used widely in research work [13] . Although LBP has made good progress in the texture feature extraction of images, the interference of noise also hinders the accuracy of image classification. Making texture analysis is not only robust against noise disturbances but also the direction of many methodological studies [40] . However, many existing methods used the LBP texture feature, overlooked the complexity of its inherent law and did not reflect the association between the local facial features and the different facial expressions.
III. METHOD
In this section, the various parts of the work will be introduced. To begin with, we extract the facial contours by seeking the largest island method based on local binary pattern (LBP) and segment the facial regions by establishing pseudo-3D model which makes the gray values of the images as its z-axis. Moreover, we use Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS) and the approximation of Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) to reduce the dimension of data. Once more, we use the feature images reduced dimension to train the convolutional neural network model to predict the expressions, and also choose the different feature regions or combinations as the reference to find out the best distinguished region or combination and compare with the conclusions in cognitive neurology. Finally, we have a comparative experiment between traditional basic emotion model and dimension space model.
A. EXTRACTION OF FACIAL CONTOUR AND DIVISION OF FEATURE REGIONS
In the relevant work of facial expression recognition, after inputting an image, the first step is face detection which is finding the specific location of the face. In an image, the complex background often affects the accuracy of algorithms. Therefore, in the automatic expression recognition based on feature regions, the extraction of human facial contour region is particularly important. The LBP operator is an effective operator to describe the change of the local region texture [18] , which can extract the texture information from the local region of the gray image and it has been used in texture classification, image retrieval, face recognition and other fields and applications. Due to its robustness to light changes and gray-scale variations, we use 4-neighborhood LBP to describe the image with the pattern selecting a pixel in the image as the center and binarizing the surrounding pixels with the gray value of the center pixel as a threshold value [28] . Experiments show that the contours of the face performed by LBP operator are regular and special, namely, the LBP codes of the margin of the forehead area are (1,0,0,1) on the left and (1,1,0,0) on the right, but in the part from the zygomatic to the chin, the LBP codes are (0,0,1,1) on the left and (0,1,1,0) on the right. By searching the largest islands for four LBP codes and increasing the islands until their the sum of Manhattan distance S can't grow, the convex hull of four facial regions actually is the facial contour area we want to extract.
After removing the complex background and extracting the facial contours, the next step is to divide the face area. The existing LBP-based facial area division method is based on the same size of the grid windows to divide the facial area. However, during the experiment process, we found that these patches segmented mechanically and some of the features of the facial area are not a good one to one correspondence. And among the inputs of the face pictures, because of some small angle of the tilt or moving head, the face size and angle will have a change [31] . The patches with a fixed size to divide the image has been clearly proved that this method can't reflect the differences among individuals. Cognitive psychology studies showed that human beings in the process of emotional recognition [29] , [30] , the attention of the various facial areas is not the same, especially the higher degree of concern in the eyes and mouth areas.
Therefore, based on the relevant knowledge of human cognition and through establishing pseudo-3D model, our approach divide human face into six regions. The specific divisions are as follows: We cut the pseudo-3D model surface with the plane that is parallel to the xy-plane from the two directions to obtain the convex surface, and we cut down from top to bottom to getting the nose, forehead and cheek areas, in the opposite direction we get the part of the eye and mouth. During the cutting process, it is clear that the closing curve of the corresponding area is in the negative direction along the z-axis, since the face pseudo-3D model is similar to a hemisphere. Before the centroid generates of the closed curves don't change drastically, we can extract the facial features by moving the parallel plane. This part can be shown symbolically in Figure 2-3 . We divide the faces into six regions that reflect the commonality and characteristics of the human face. The six regions are: forehead, eyes, nose, mouth, left cheek and right cheek.
B. REDUCTION ON LBP CODES DIMENSIONS
Although the LBP operator is robust to monotonic gray-level changes and computational efficiency, there are VOLUME 6, 2018 some limitations. For example, it is sensitive to the noise and only the symbol characteristics difference between the central pixel and the neighborhood pixel is considered. And the amplitude of the difference isn't considered, too. Thus, it inevitably loses some information [33] .
For one thing, in addition to the above-mentioned problems, if the statistical histogram based upon the binary mode is taken as eigenvector of the image in traditional way, the LBP operator with P sampling points in a circular neighborhood with radius R will produce 2 p modes. Since the number of patterns is increasing with the number of sampling points, too many patterns are not conducive to identify and access textures. For another, if we wish to process LBP codes directly, it means that we must reduce the LBP codes dimensions. In a high dimensional space, we can use some mathematical transformation approach to transform an original high dimensional space into a low dimensional subspace. In this way, when the density of the samples is improved, the calculation of the distance is also more convenient and more readily to learn, and the distribution or embedding of low dimensional subspace is more closely related to learning tasks [22] . Isometric Mapping (Isomap) is a classic algorithm in manifold learning, whose main ideal is MDS so that the distance of samples in the original space can be kept in the low dimensional space [37] . This method not only digests the linear relationship between the samples, but also retains the intrinsic geometric properties of them.
There are many ways to map high-dimensional data to lowdimensional space, but considering that the LBP codes are actually disordered, we use MDS to reduce the LBP codes dimensions. The main idea of MDS is the similarity between paired samples to construct the appropriate low-dimensional space with the similarity of pairs of samples [19] , the distance of the sample in the low-dimensional space and the distance in the high space are as consistent as possible. The objective function is the sum of the parallel distances between the Euclidean distance and the similarity in the high dimensional space in each pair of low dimensional space [20] . However, the specification is Euclidean distance in the classic MDS, that is to say, when the similarity matrix is Euclidean distance, the data reduction dimension with the classical MDS method is essentially the same as the PCA method. But in broad terms, this specification can be any function. If we use Euclidean distance, then in the binary LBP space, we will do the translation, rotation and flip. The distance between the points is the same, which means that lost some important information. So, we use another distance measurement method to solve this problem.
In this paper, in order to measure the distance and difference between codes scientifically, the full dissimilarity matrix between LBP code values is defined as follow:
where δ ij is the distance between LBP codes, the purpose of the MDS algorithm is based on this to seeks a mapping of the codes to a low dimensional metric space [21] . We define the presentations of code values in 3D space as Z ,
The distance between any two LBP codes in the lowdimensional space is equal to the distance in the original space, where B is inner product matrix of codes after dimensionality reduction, and its sums of each rows and columns are zero.
Therefore, we can use the full dissimilarity matrix to get the inner product matrix B:
After eigenvalue decomposition for matrix B, the diagonal matrix and eigenvector matrix composed of eigenvalues are obtained. Finally, the results obtained by the above two matrixes.
In the choice of the distance, we use the Earth Movers Distance [25] , [26] . EMD is defined a measure of the distance between two probability distributions over a region [24] . Here, the EMD between the two LBP codes is defined as:
where f kl ∈ {0, 1} actually measures the amount of work to convert the LBP codes from bit k in P(P k ) to bit l in Q(Q l ), {f kl } is the sum of the amount of work to complete these tasks from P to Q. The ground distance of two positions can be regarded as workload here [27] . In the experiment, we did not actually calculate the EMD considering it is not convenient, instead of using its approximation:
The image after dimension reduction is as Figure 4 , We use the reduced dimension data as the input of the existing convolutional neural network for expression classification.
C. FACIAL EXPRESSIONS CLASSIFICATION MODEL
In the past expression recognition experiment, the human expression is considered to be discrete and separable [14] . According to the dimension space theory, emotions are continuous and relevant [15] . So we use a circumplex pattern of emotions classification that is a kind of dimension space model proposed by Russell and James [16] . He believes that emotions can be divided into two dimensions: pleasure and activeness. Pleasure is divided into pleasant and unpleasant, and the activeness is divided into moderate intensity and high intensity. So it can be combined into four types: pleasanthigh intensity is happy, pleasant -medium intensity is well, unpleasant -medium intensity is bored, unpleasant -high intensity is fear. This classification method is proved that achieved successful and consistent study results in different countries and regions, such as China, Croatia, Estonia, Greece, Japan, Poland, Germany, etc [17] . This emotional model solves some problems how ''neutral'' expressions and other complex expressions are classified. The facial expression is shown by dimension space theory as the Figure 5: 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Facial expression recognition can be divided into two steps: feature extraction and facial expression classification. Among them, facial expression feature extraction can be divided into feature training and feature testing. In this experiment, we take 150 images from each facial expression and use Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset [3] as the experimental dataset. Firstly, we divide this dataset into two parts with 50 images as the test set, and the other as the training set. In the facial expressions section, we use the mapped LBP method, on the other hand, to reduce the dimensionality of the image features and then use the convolution neural network for facial expression classification. And on the other hand, we use two classifiers: the support vector machine (SVM) and softmax for classification and recognition. In the experiment, the image should be preprocessed firstly, and the Cohn-Kanade expression database is composed of a series of action images from the beginning of the expression to the expression of the mature. In order to get more accurate VOLUME 6, 2018 results, only the facial images that are forward and have no occlusion or large sloshing are chooesd. The images we collected from ten volunteers should be preprocessed, too. The Figure 6 is a preprocessed facial expression image whose unrelated information, such as hair, ear, background, etc., has been removed. The purpose is to make the follow-up work more pertinent. Only the features of the face retained, and the unnecessary interferences are excluded. It summarizes the results based on using two classfiers SVM and softmax on the test set, specifically for each class (See Figure 7) . In Figure 7 , we can see that the performance of the softmax is better than SVM. Moreover, we compare our method with existing HMM method and PCA method. In the experiment, we average the results by using three LBP representations because the different LBP representation hasn't much difference and influence in recognition accuracy. The experimental results show that this method can measure and express the distance between LBP codes more accurately in binary space. And this method is able to, make the features more salient and the data dimension smaller. And this method is capable of obviating the double interference of the light and noise. Moreover, this method is in a position to make the calculation more convenient to. According to the work of Shokoohi et al. [35] , if the movements of the eyes and the mouth area can be accurately identified, the recognition rate of the expression will be improved. So we divide the face into six regions by the way of the method of division mentioned in the third section. Compared with single block method and multi layer block method, our approach is more reasonable and avoids the irrationality of dividing a whole organ into small pieces in a fixed-size block. Our approach also solves the problem of small size block method which will ignore the information of the local expression. Then, in order to discuss the correspondence between the local region and the facial features, we select different expression areas for the experiment. Under the condition of only retaining eyes and mouth regions and covering other regions, the specific situations of identification are shown in the following Table 1 . The results show that the eyes and mouth are better able to distinguish the expression than other regions, especially on anger and disgust. As shown in Table 2 , it describes the number of classifications of each facial expression in detail after the left cheek region is added. Similarly, Table 3 show that the forehead region is different from cheeks regions on expressing emotions. This result also supports the conclusion that human beings in the cognitive neurology mainly through the eyes and mouth to recognize expressions.
Finally, we did a comparative test based on the traditionally basic emotional model and the circumplex emotion model in the experimental data collected from the volunteers. We use P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 and P 5 to represent the five ranges of pleasure, P 1 means very unpleasant and P 5 means very pleasant. Similarly, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 and I 5 are used to represent the five intervals of activity, I 1 is very inactive and I 5 is very active. According to the work of Shi et al. [36] , pleasure and intensity have a clear positive correlation. We apply the circumplex emotion model in facial expression recognition. On the basis of the traditional basic emotional model of the classification, the process and the results according to the traditional basic emotional model for the classification in the previous part has been discussed clearly. This section introduce the experimental process and results in the light of the circumplex emotion model and compares it with the basic emotional model. We find that the circumplex emotion model performed well in dealing with some expressions that can't be described and expressed. This part of the expressions are not in the seven discrete expressions, and the volunteers said that these are the complicated results composed of various emotions. Because the amount of the expressional data we collected is small, there is little difference in performance between the SVM and the softmax. The accuracy of the experiment is shown in Figure 8 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a model mainly improve the current work and find that the local facial features and expressions are correlated. We divide the facial area on the basis of the cognitive neurological theory to recognize and compare with the theory. It is conducive to the future expressions recognition with the existence of occlusion and other complex conditions. We use LBP codes to describe the images and take into account the distances between the points of the image distribution in binary space that can't be measured directly in European distance. Finally, the basic emotion classification model and the the circumplex emotion model based on dimension space theory are discussed and contrasted. And the recognition accuracy of the circumplex emotion model is higher, which will help us in the next step on the complex expression and micro-expression recognition progress. 
